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Victor Valley College’s annual Patriot Day Ceremony,

which honors the memory of those who perished in the

Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and typically draws a few

hundred attendees each year, was held with limited

participants this year.

Though the campus remains closed to the public, a small

number of staff, faculty, and participating students

assembled around the United We Stand Monument next to

the VVC Library, all wearing face masks and adhering to

social distancing guidelines.

VVC’s Fire Academy 54 marched forward for the posting

of colors, signaling the prompt 6:30 a.m. start of the

ceremony, synchronous with the sunrise.

Honoring first responders
on Patriot Day
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Captain Heath Cohen, VVC’s Fire Technology Program Director, commended the fire academy students for choosing

the career path, noting that “the events of 9/11 showed the world that we are very special people.”

“We are willing to risk our lives for others, we are willing to do what needs to be done. We care deeply,” Cohen said.

“As you go about your daily routine, think about those firefighters who acted with courage, determination, and pride.

They died doing something that mattered. Also think about the firefighters fighting the largest wildfires in California

history.”

According to Cohen, 22 of the college’s part-time faculty have been assigned “to protect lives and property” from the

devastating wildfires currently burning throughout the state.

VVC Superintendent/President Dr. Dan Walden also spoke, remarking that the first responders mourned on the

nineteenth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks “didn’t just lose their lives — they gave their lives.”

“We’re honoring not only those in 9/11 who lost and gave their lives, but also all of you who are going into these

professions or already in this profession,” Walden said. “All of you are so brave and courageous to keep the rest of us

safe, to keep us alive and to keep us well.”

Paramedic Academy students presented a red, white, and blue floral wreath to lay in memory beside the United We

Stand monument, which was designed by VVC student Joan Sowinski and dedicated in 2006. 

Following the Pledge of Allegiance, led by

Associated Student Body (ASB) President

Bridge Lee, Instructional Media Services

Coordinator Tim Isbell delivered an invocation,

quoting a “Prayer of Remembrance for 9/11”

from Old St. Patrick’s Church in Chicago.

“This date, 9/11, carries a heavy burden of

memory. And it is right that it should not pass

from our memory,” Isbell recited. “… with this

prayer, [we] commit ourselves to those actions

that will draw us closer to our most ancient and

most holy desire, peace among all God’s

children.”

Students in the Nursing Program, STC

Corrections Academy, and POST Basic Law

Enforcement Academy were also represented

at the ceremony.

On the hillside adjacent to the library are 3,023

American flags, arranged over the Labor Day

weekend by ASB students, college staff and

faculty and community volunteers. Nearly 80

volunteers helped set up the display over the

chree-day weekend.
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All of the flags have a card attached, each one with a different name on it — the names of the victims of

Sept. 11, 2001.

ASB spent several weeks hand-writing the names and preparing the “Flags of Honor” for placement, a

college tradition since 2005.

Tyler Mooney, a fire technology student, played “Amazing Grace” on the trumpet, providing a melodic

background for a moment of reflection.

Music faculty member Craig Pridmore then performed “Taps” from across the lake at the Pearl Pettis

Pavilion.

After the ceremony on Friday, the fire academy conducted its annual Stair Climb to commemorate 9/11 first-

responders’ efforts. As per tradition, the students climbed the 28 stairs of the drill tower at the Regional

Public Safety Training Center four times to symbolize the 110 stories of the New York World Trade Center’s

twin towers.

VVC’s Patriot Day Ceremony was recorded and is available to watch on the VVC website at:

www.vvc.edu/patriotday2020/



Victor Valley College Associated Student Body’s first

virtual scavenger hunt began September 10 when students

received an email containing information about the

opportunity to compete and win prizes.

ASB hosted the scavenger hunt to welcome students back

to Fall semester 2020. All currently enrolled students were

able to participate and received a link that directed them to

a Google form with scavenger hunt clues. Students were

required to use the link to fill out their scavenger hunt

form and submit as soon as possible.

Virtual Scavenger Hunt
kicks off online Fall semester

Along the way, they were led to various online sources which provide useful information about VVC, such as the

college’s website, the ASB Newsletter, and the Canvas tutoring support page.

One student who participated had positive feedback about how helpful the scavenger hunt could be for students

learning to navigate through VVC’s online resources.

“The instructions were pretty easy to follow to find certain webpages and get information … I think it’s a great way to

get students engaged and used to the webpage,” said Andrea Corona, who won a $10 Subway gift card.

For example, the first question asked students to log into their Canvas account, locate the Tutoring and Academic

Support tab, then watch the orientation video and write the name of the person presenting — Amy Azul, VVC’s

Director of Tutoring and Academic Support.

The form closed after 300 students submitted all-correct answers. All 300 were eligible for a prize of at least $10 value,

while 22 were awarded grand prizes.

The grand prize winners were selected randomly through an online generator during a live Zoom meeting on

September 16th. The first winner was announced by Azul, since she was the answer to the first clue, while the second

was announced by another college staff member who was mentioned in the scavenger hunt, Bilingual/Transfer

Counselor Lorena Ochoa.

Grand prize winners were selected from the first 100 students who turned in all the correct answers. Among the top

prizes were an iPad, a Samsung Galaxy tablet, $250 RAMS bookstore vouchers, $50 Amazon gift cards, and various

restaurant gift cards.

Princella Contreras, the winner of a Samsung Galaxy TAB s6 lite, enjoyed her first-ever online-only scavenger hunt.

Not only was she awarded one of the “grand” prizes, but she also reflected that she enjoyed how involved the college

and ASB is with students.

“I like that the college keeps us well-informed,” Contreas said. “I feel like VVC is really good about creating community

and caring about its students”
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ASB’s first virtual scavenger hunt appeared to be a success and hopefully provided a warm welcome for students

beginning at VVC or returning to classes.

ASB Activities Senator Pamela Glendinning, who spearheaded the scavenger hunt, said she hoped for a fun and

interactive event that could show students what VVC has to offer. 

“We are pleasantly surprised by the overwhelming amount of participation and we hope to continue to put on more

events in the months to come,” Glendinning said. “We were also able to gather information from students to provide

insight on how we could better provide a more welcoming experience.”

One of the scavenger hunt prompts asked students to complete a short survey to receive a code phrase upon

submitting their answers. The survey invited students to share whether they were new or returning to VVC, about

their learning style, what resources they’ve utilized since classes moved to an online format, and more.

Future activities like the virtual scavenger hunt are sure to come and the goal is to have even more students

participate. Check your student email regularly to stay informed!



Students who participated in the Back to School Virtual Scavenger Hunt earlier this month were asked to complete a

short survey. One of the questions asked students to share what resources and strategies they’ve used to navigate

online/remote classes.

Many survey-takers mentioned college services that have assisted them, including ACCESS, the First-Year Experience

Program, EOPS, Counseling, and the Veterans Resource Center. Additionally, the CARES Act financial grants were

helpful to many students, as well as the online tutoring available through Canvas. 

Here are some of the tips and comments from students on strategies to succeed online:

Elaine Moreno: “Meeting with a transfer-counselor really helped me sort out my educational plan. Attending virtual

transfer workshops or workshops in general with live Zoom meetings are helpful because I can ask questions

directly.”

Micah Aguirre: “Setting reminders on your computer helps a lot. Also communicating with your teacher and speaking

up in class helps as well.”

Chantel Olvera: “Online learning has been rough, however the platform Canvas has helped majorly.  I suggest that

students use their calendars and GOOGLE SHEETS to make sure they are on top of everything.”

Students share strategies for success in online classes
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Hailey Santos: “I have the app for everything. We're using Canvas for most things, so I have the app. My CIS class

uses Moodle and Discord. I have the apps. It makes it so much easier to keep track of everything on my phone that is

always on me.”

Noah Smith: “I have found that using the VVC Library for English class has really helped me learn and find sources

for my class. Students should know that in EBSCO [the Academic Search platform on the VVC Library’s website] that

they do not need to check the peer reviewed box because all the sources have been reviewed already in the database.”

Megan Brower: “Time management — keeping a calendar of due dates/start dates/end dates. Making alarms to remind

me when to start assignments.”

Diana Carlos: "Professor Sarah Patzold did an amazing job recording herself and explaining herself step by step … Her

constant communication is a great strategy to keep students engaged. It's motivating to know you have help and

support to be successful online by your professor and everyone at school.”

Rachel Hernandez: “Lecture recordings have been extremely helpful! We can go back to listen over and over again,

which helps with accurate note-taking.”

Xitlali Gonzalez: “I have all resources at home, but being a part of (the First-Year Experience Program) has helped me

transition from a highschooler to an official college student, so I would recommend new students to apply to FYE.”

Celia Guerra: “I've had to schedule myself additional time to study on my own, take notes after every reading

assignment, and read the textbook more than once. It also helps to log in to Canvas everyday to see what's new.”

DomaniQue Bradford-Caudillo: “Making sure I color code my calendar and write down all due dates. Stay on top of all

class announcements and emails from different departments.”

Jordyn LaSarge: “I have really enjoyed the live chat feature through Canvas that has allowed me to contact my

professor directly during business hours. This way, I am able to get help while I’m doing the assignment without

leaving the site!”

Lesley Ibanez: “Creating a schedule always helps me. It allows me to remain disciplined and have an idea what my

goals are daily, weekly and even monthly. Push yourself out of your comfort zone. Although it may feel like a lot,

when it's all over the feeling of accomplishment is much better.”



VVC students’ findings published in science journal

Discoveries made during a unique study abroad adventure taken by Victor Valley College biology students were

recently published in an online scientific journal, bringing attention to the under-researched Arno Atoll in the

Marshall Islands. 

Through VVC’s Tropical Research Initiative, biology professor Dr. Hinrich Kaiser led 10 students on a trip across the

Pacific Ocean, from Hawaii to Hiroshima, in June 2016.

Along with exploring and learning about a host of significant historic sites, they found new records of reptiles on

remote Arno Atoll in the Republic of the Marshall Islands, an island country and an associated state of the U.S.

located slightly west of the International Date Line.

After some extensive research with reptile collections from all across the world, their findings were published on Aug.

25 in Herpetology Notes. The article is authored by Kaiser along with four students who went on the 2016 trip: Kaitlin

J. Rickerl, Melinda M. Hull, Morgan M. Lewis and Mitzia J. Zambada.

“What better way to learn about science than to travel across the Pacific and conduct research hands-on?” Kaiser

asked.
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Through VVC’s Tropical Research Initiative, biology professor Dr. Hinrich Kaiser (center) led 10

students on a study abroad trip in 2016. Front from left: Mitzia Zambada, Dakota Brooks, Marlin,

Jose Huerta, Amanda Callahan. Rear from left: Morgan Lewis, Ruby Resendez, Hinrich Kaiser,

Alex Mitchell, Kaitlin Rickerl, Mindy Hull, Schawna Mitchell. Photo by Jose Huerta.



Kaiser, a well-known expert of herpetology, the study of amphibians and reptiles, is currently on sabbatical as a

visiting scientist at the Museum Koenig in Germany.

Arno Atoll, which encloses three lagoons, was just one stop on the VVC explorers’ island-hopping exploit, yet it reve

aled several reptile records of interest.

Pictured here is a male Gehyra

insulensis, a gecko. VVC students

and Dr. Kaiser published the first

record of G. insulensis for Arno

Atoll and the Marshall Islands after

the 2016 trip. Photo courtesy of

Kaitlin Rickerl.

This individual represents the first

record of Indotyphlops braminus

from Arno Island and Arno Atoll,

discovered by the team of VVC

explorers in 2016.

Photo courtesy of Kaitlin Rickerl.

According to the paper in Herpetology Notes, these include the first vouchered country record of the gecko Gehyra

insulensis and the first record of the blindsnake Indotyphlops braminus for this atoll. Additionally, multiple species of

Emoia were observed co-occurring on small islets, which shows they are able to “finely divide habitat resources.”

“While our brief research period (ca. 40 person-hours) on four islands of this atoll presents a very limited snapshot of

reptile distributions, it indicates that a significant amount of research still needs to be conducted to achieve a more

complete understanding of the reptile fauna on Marshallese atolls,” the paper’s abstract states.

Kaiser’s students were not only able to study biology concepts, including witnessing the effects of sea level rise due to

climate change in the low-lying Pacific atolls, but they also visited Pearl Harbor, Tinian Island (from where the Enola

Gay took off to deliver the bomb named “Little Boy”) and the Atom Bomb Dome in Hiroshima.

“One day we stood at the Pearl Harbor memorial ... then we’re in Hiroshima, standing where the impact occurred,”

Kaiser said. “There, looking up in the sky, was a really powerful experience for my students.”

Ruby Resendez was one such student on the 2016 trip, who has since graduated from Cal State San Bernardino with a

bachelor’s degree in anthropology. She went on four study abroad trips with Kaiser in her time at VVC.

“Not only did the students of VVC get to help discover new species of reptiles and amphibians, but we also had the

opportunity to immerse ourselves in different cultures from all around the world,” Resendez said.
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On the 2016 trip, one of the stops along their route that was of particular religious and natural significance was the

Byodo-in Buddhist temple on the island of O’ahu in Hawai’i.

Their one-of-a-kind island-hopping flight with United Airlines began soon after, when they flew from Honolulu to

Majuro in the Marshall Islands. This flight made six stops — Majuro, Kwajalein, Kosrae, Pohnpei, Chuuk and Guam

— and required two sets of pilots due to the overall duration. 

“It was truly a life-changing experience, and I have learned tremendously about myself and others while traveling,”

Resendez said. “I have become more passionate in the things that I do to try to make this world a better place, such as

helping expand knowledge in the scientific community, and helping animals and people.”

The concluding discussion section of the VVC students’ paper in Herpetology Notes points out that Arno Atoll

harbours an “ecologically complex reptile fauna that is subject to sudden shifts and rearrangements when new

colonisers arrive.” 

“Arno Atoll presents a readily accessible location to study the ecology and evolution of these reptiles and comfortable

living accommodations are available for small groups of visiting biologists,” the paper states. “We hope that others will

use this natural laboratory for more extensive studies in the near future.”

Dr. Kaiser demonstrates to his

students how to extract data

from alcohol-preserved snake

specimens during a study abroad

trip

in 2016. From left: Schawna

Mitchell, Alex Mitchell, Morgan

Lewis, Jose Huerta, Amanda

Callahan, Ruby Resendez, and

Mindy Hull. Photo courtesy of

Dakota Brooks.

ASB President's Corner: Welcome to Fall 2020!
“We’re here for a reason. I believe a bit of the reason is to throw little

torches out to leadpeople through the dark.” — Whoopi Goldberg

Hi VVC Family,

I know that COVID-19 still remains unresolved, but with behavioral

modifications and better consciousness of other humans and

ourselves, we must still proceed down the road to academia.

An exceptional way to find clarity within things we have not

experienced yet lies within the ability to lean on the guidance of our

matured mentors who have trudged these roads beforehand.
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Granted, no one has experienced this pandemic ahead of its circumstantial manifestation. However, life can be

addressed and assessed more appropriately with the guidance of mentors.

I personally lost both of my parents rather young and was raised within the foster care system. I played sports and

studied science with the guidance of three great mentors:

— Jamie Fletcher (my English teacher who had been a prior soccer coach and assumed the role as a mother duck

figure for me through high school and the college application processes)

— Jennifer McLester (my tutor who was a nursing student at our local college)

— Christina Kaufmann (our pastor's daughter who was about 10 years older than me and volunteered at the southern

baptist children’s home I was raised at, who was a student of psychology)

We are all for the most part byproducts of our atmospheres... whimsical, that I am now a student of psychology

graduating this semester and then pursuing the nursing program to pay for my transfer opportunity to Columbia

University.

I plan to pursue Neuroscience and Behavior with an emphasis in Quantitative Research (which is just fancy for

statistics). Stats nerd over here ��

Nonetheless, the opportunities were watered and nourished by great educators and mentors who saw potential in my

ability to overcome unpreceded circumstances. I am a firm believer that if life knocks you down, you get back up…
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VVC ASB President/Student Trustee, managing a local business, and mentoring fellow students and travelers —

without the guidance that was first given so freely to me.

In my time at VVC I have also had some great mentors and guidance.

My first two years, Patrica Jennings, who recently retired as Psychology Department Chair, saw me through meeting

with Columbia University and helped deeply seed my love for behavior and the mind.

Psychology instructor April Garcia strengthened that guidance and support with instruction, intelligence, patience, and

passion as an educator for the quantifiable yet sometimes qualitative ends of psychology and non-based approaches.

And now I have found a new family in my ASB Council and the administrators and staff members I’ve gotten to

known this year: Superintendent/President Dr. Walden; Executive Assistant Michelle Painter; Administrative Assistant

Gabi Callender; VVC trustees Jennifer Tarpley, Brandon Wood, John Pinkerton, Joseph Brady, and Dennis Henderson;

ASB Advisor and Director of Marketing & Public Relations Robert Sewell; Marketing & Public Relations Coordinator

Charity Lindsey; Instructional Media Services Coordinator and ASB Mentor Tim Isbell; ASB Vice President Kim

Aguilar; and the list goes on.

My significant other and so many other people in my life have been incredibly supportive. Even during COVID-19, I

want to strongly encourage you to surround yourself with those who help flourish your future. These individuals sure

help flourish mine.

Remember this: “People are like dirt. They can either nourish you and help you grow as a person, or they can stunt

your growth and make you wilt and die.” —Plato

May the force be with all of us.

Bridget R. Lee

ASB President & Student Trustee


